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ABSTRACT
The numerical simulation of five case studies are presented and are
compared with available data in order to verify the three-dimensional
version of the Terminal Area Simulation System (TASS). A spectrum of
convective storm types are selected for the case studies. They are: (I) a
High-Plains supercell hailstorm, (2) a small and relatively short-lived
High-Plains cumulonimbus, (3) a convective storm which produced the 2 August
1985 DFW microburst, (4) a South Florida convective complex, and (5) a
tornadic Oklahoma thunderstorm. For each of the cases the model results
compared reasonably well with observed data. In the simulations of the
supercell storms manyof their characteristic features were modeled, such as
the hook echo, BWER, mesocyclone, gust fronts, giant persistent updraft,
wall cloud, flanking-line towers, anvil and radar reflectivity overhang, and
rightward veering in the storm propagation. Also in the simulated supercell
storms, heavy precipitation including hail fell to the west and north of the
storm updraft. In the simulation of the tornadic storm a horseshoe-shaped
updraft configuration and cyclic changes in storm intensity and structure
were noted. The simulation of the DFW microburst agreed remarkably well
with sparse observed data. The simulated outflow rapidly expanded in a
nearly symmetrical pattern and was associated with a ring vortex. A South
Florida convective complex was simulated and contained updrafts and
downdrafts in the form of discrete bubbles.
The numerical simulations, in all oases, always remained stable and
bounded with no anomalous trends.
xiii

I. INTRODUCTION
The Terminal Area Simulation S.vstem (TASS} is a three-dimensional
numerical cloud model which has been developed for the general purpose of
studyin_ atmospheric convection. Potential applications of the model range
from the simulation of shallow cumulus to intense supercel] c_nulonimbus,
including convective phenomena such as downbursts, gust fronts, hailstorms,
and tornadoes. The TASS numerical model contains governing equations for
momentum, pressure, potential temperature, water vapor, cloud droplet water,
rainwater, cloud ice-crystal water, snow, and hail. The model includes open
and nonreflective lateral boundary conditions, a diagnostic surface boundary
layer based on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, conventional first-order
subgrid turbulence closure, and numerous microphysical interactions computed
by Orville-type parameterizations. The T_SS formulation also contains an
algorithm which allows the domain to translate (at a variable speed) with
the propagation of the simulated convection. A detailed documentation of
the TASS model formulation is contained in Proctor (1987) hereinafter
referred to as VOLUME 1.
The primary purpose of this report, VOLUME If, is to evaluate the TASS
model's capability and performance, and to compare the TASS simulated
results against actual observations. For this purpose, five case
experiments of cumulonimbus convection have been chosen. The selection of
each case is based on both the availability of observed data and the type of
cumulonimbus convection that was observed. At least some observed data is
available for many case studies, be it Doppler radar analysis, conventional
radar data, measurements from ground based instrumentation, satellite
imagery, measurements from instrumented research aircraft, aircraft flight
recorder data, visual photography, or visual sightings. Although, complete
and detailed observed data sets (including rawinsonde launchings) are quite
rare through the lifetime of a convective cell. The availability of data is
a prime consideration in the selection of each case.
Convective storms are usually categorized into three basic storm types:
short-lived single cell (e.g., Byers and Braham, 1949), multicell (e.g.,
Marwitz, 1972a), and supercell (e.g., Browning, 1964; Marwitz, 1972b). The
single cell storms have relatively short lifetimes of usually less than 45
min; while, in contrast, the superoell storms consist of a giant and intense
quasi-steady updraft which may persist for several hours. Multicell storms
may also last for long periods of time, but are made up of several short
lived single cells, with new cells being continually generated as the older
cells die. These three modes of convective storms may occur in isolation or
grouped together in mesoscale complexes and squall lines. Ch_mulonimbus
convection is further categorized according to the weather phenomena that
it may produce, such as hail, tornadoes, stron_ low-level winds, and
downbursts. One important objective of this verification study is to
demonstrate that the TASS model can successfully simulate different types or
modes of cumulonimbus convection with reasonable comparison to observations.
Fortunately, complex initial conditions are not necessary in order to
simulate the various modes of convection. Numerical experiments by Weisman
and Klemp (1982, 1984) point to two pa_ters, namely, vertical wind shear
and convective instability, as being particularly important in influencing
cumulonimbus structure and evolution. For example, a combination of strong
wind shear and strong convective instability favors superoell convection,
while weak wind shear favors single cell convection. Thus, in many events,
the evolution and structure of a convective storm is determined by its
ambient vertical profiles of temperature, humidity, and wind speed and
direction. Other factors such as strong mesoscale features, terrain, and
the presence of nearby cells, also affect storm structure and are less easy
to incorporate in a cloud model. And as pointed out by Tripoli and Cotton
(1986), storm structure in weak wind-shear cases is more dependent on how
the cell was initiated. We therefore expect isolated supercell convection
to be the easiest to verify (unless it is associated with intense mesosoale
features) ; since in these cases, the storm structure and evolution is
stror_gly determined by the vertical ambient profile. But less successful
verification is expected in weak vertical wind-shear conditions. In these
cases the observed convection is more likely to be influenced by weak to
moderately intense mesoscale features, and the model convection is likely to
be strongly affe_t_ by the initialization procedure.
The five cases that are chosen for the verification experiments are:
(I) CCOPE Supercell Hailstorm -- which occurred in southeastern Montana on
2 August 1981; (2) Small CCOPE _ulonimbus -- an isolated and relatively
short-lived storm which also occurred in southeastern Montana, but on
19 July 1981; (3) Dallas Microburst -- an intense but relatively small
thunderstorm on 2 August 1985; this storm produced an intense low-level wind
shear which was a contributing factor in a commercial aircraft disaster;
(4) South Florida Convective Complex -- a multicell storm which occurred on
25 August 1975; and (5) Oklahoma Tornadic Thunderstorm -- one of several
tornadic supercell storms occurring on 20 May 1977. All of the above cases
have been well documented and should give a good spectrt_n of convective
storm types, which can be used to test and verify the realism of the TASS
model.
In specifying the initial conditions, I have tried to minimize the
changes in model parameters between each case. No attempt is made to
empirically adAust model parameters for a specific case, so as to obtain
desired results. The model parameters which do vary between each case are:
the coriolis parameter, the number concentration of cloud droplets InCD) ,
the dispersion coefficient for the cloud droplet spectrum 4o), the
horizontal radius of the initial thermal perturbation (R@), the peak
maKnitude of the initial thermal impulse (AT), and the peak magnitude of the
initial velocity impulse (W ). The functions of each of these parameters
are discussed in VOLUME I. The coriolis parameter is determined from the
appropriate latitude in each of the case studies. The specific values of
the other initial parameters, the dimensions of the modeled domain, the
horizontal grid size, and the number of vertical levels (NL), for each of
the five cases are shown in Table I. Cumulus conveotion is triggered in
each of the five cases by specifying an initial thermal or velocity impulse
within an otherwise horizontally homogeneous domain. The radius for the
initial impulse is set equal to I0 km in the cases having stron_ ambient
wind shear, and 2.5 km in the cases havin_ weak vertical wind shear. The
ass_ned values are sufficiently large so as to trigger convection; and as
already mentioned, the specification of the initial impulse may have some
bearing on the convective structure in weakly-sheared environments. An
extensive stud.v of the sensitivity of each of the initial parameters has not
yet been undertaken. The initial velocity impulse, which has the same
horizontal dimensions of the initial therm_l impulse, is applied only in
Case V; prototype experiments have shown that the major effect of the
velocity impulse is to slightly speed up the model cloud development.
Details of the general initialization procedure can be found in VOLUME I.
In the mirophysics the only constants that are varied between each case
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experiment are nCD and o. Their values which are listed in Table 1 are
based on actual observations or climatology of the specific location (e.g.,
maritime vs. continental). The size of the modeled domain for each of the
cases is specified large enough to encompass the convective storm, but small
enough to allow the best resolution (smallest grid size) possible. In all
of the cases the vertical coordinate is stretched. The surface roughness
parameter (Zo) is not listed in Table 1, since it has a constant value of
I0 cm in all of the cases. Microphysical parameters not listed in Table I,
suoh as the rain, hail, and snow intercepts, are not changed from their
assigned values in VOLUME I.
Case I has been previously reported in Proctor (1985b}, and was
simulated with an earlier version of TASS model which did not contain a term
for the production of hail due to the riming of snow. This term is inoluded
in the other four cases. Case I and the impact of omitting this production
term for hail are further discussed in Chapter 2.
In assuming these five eases and comparin_ the simulated results with
available data, we hope to verify the TASS model by asking:
(I) Can the TASS model successfully simulate different modes or types
of cumulonimbus convection? Are the characteristic features of
each storm type captured in the model simulation?
(2) How accurate are the storm fields simulated? Are the simulated
fields consistent with observed data both aloft and near the
ground?
(3) Is hail simulated at the ground when it is actually observed?
Does the model not simulate hail at the ground when it is not
observed?
6
(4) When simulating severe storms, can associated severe phenomena,
such as downbursts, strong winds, and tornadoes, be simulated?
(5) Does the model simulate the direction and speed of storm
propagation correctly?
(6) Is the orientation and speed of propagation correct for the storm
induced gust fronts?
(7) Does the model properly simulate the duration and life cycles of
cumulonimbus convection? Are there any periodic tendencies or
trends in the simulation of long-duration storms?
(8) How do simulations with the TASS model compare to simulations with
other numerical models?
(9) How stable is the TASS model; does it remain numerically stable
for long integrations? Are there any anomalous trends, such as
in the pressure deviation field? Do the simulated results
diverge from the observed data as the lifetime of the storm
increases? Do the fields always remain bounded?
With the selection of the five named cases, this report will try to answer
these questions.
In the next five chapters each of the case studies are discussed and
compared with available observations. Each chapter is devoted to one case
and first begins with an observational summary of that particular case; this
is followed by a description of the model initial conditions, and then a
discussion of the model results and comparisons with observations. Finally,
each chapter concludes with a brief case summary. The general summary and
conclusions of this model verification study is contained in the final
chapter of this report.
2. CASEI: CCOPESUPERCELLHAIISTORM
On 2 August 1981, a very large and severe hailstorm, whose lifetime
exceeded 5 hours, moved across southeastern Montana. The storm was observed
during its mature phase with Doppler radars, aircraft, and a dense network
of field instruments as it moved through the Cooperative Convective
Precipitation Experiment (CCOPE) network (Knight, 1982). Miller (1985) and
Knight et al. (1985) have reported that the hailstorm exhibited many of the
features typical of supercell storms. The hailstorm possessed an intense
quasi-steady updraft with cyclonic rotation, a low-level radar hook echo
appendage, and a mid-level radar vault coincident with the updraft. The
storm veered right during the early stages of its lifetime and afterv_krds
maintained a nearly continuous propagation to the right of the mean
tropospheric wind. During this time it produced a broad swath of 1-3 cm
diameter hail, with some sizes as large as I0 cm. Weisman et al. (1983b)
reported that the storm produced at least one funnel cloud and that some
damage reports were suggestive of torns_ic activity.
The numerical simulation of this storm with the TASS model _as reported
in Proctor (1985b) and is stmmmrized below. The version of the developing
model used at that time did not include a term for the production of hail
from the riming of snow (Eq. (69) in VOLUME I). The possible affect on the
results due to the omission of this term are also discussed. [This term is
included in the other four cases.]
Initial Conditions for Case I
The initial conditions for this ease (the CCOPE supercell hailstorm)
are summarized in Table I. The horizontal dimension of the domain is
60 km x 60 km and is resolved by a constant horizontal grid size of 1 km.
The depth of the domain is 17.5 km and is resolved vertically by 31 levels.
The vertical _rid size stretches with height and is given by Eq. (104) in
VOLL_IE I, with C 1 = 0.168, C2 = 6.4 x 10 -6 m. This choice ot_ parameters
results in a vertical spacing which varies from approximately 240 m near the
ground to approximately 900 m near the top boundary.
The reference environment is taken from the Knowlton, Montana,
17:46 MDT special sounding (Fig. I}. The sounding was observed when the
hailstorm was roughly 80 km to the WNW (Wade, 1982}. The only modification
to the original sounding is a slight increase in boundary-layer moisture
(from 12 g/kg to 13.5 g/kg), which is .justified from surface measurements
observed southeast of the hailstorm (see Wade, 1982).
Results From Case I
The simulated storm was triggered by a single I0 km radius temperature
impulse. A cumulonimbus evolved with many characteristics of an actual
supercell thunderstorm. The updraft of the storm approached msuximum
intensity within the first 30 minutes and was maintained throughout the
4 hour and 20 minute simulation. The propagation of the simulated storm
after making a right turn at approximately 30 minutes was 250 ° to 270 ° at
-1
8 to 17 m s , which is to the right of the mean tropospheric wind (233 ° at
-I
16.5 m s ). Before veering right, the average speed and direction of
propagation was 229 ° at 7.] m s-I .
The modeled precipitation fields developed slowly with time. Autocon-
version of cloud-droplet water into rain was ineffective due to the
assumption of a continental cloud droplet spectrum (see Table I). Rain was
initially produced in the simulation by the melting of falling snow, and did
not reach the ground until after 80 minutes. The simulation did produce
9
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hail, but it did not reach the ground until 160 minutes. The absence of the
production term for hail due to snow riming may have contributed to the slow
development of the hail field. A quasi-steady state was achieved in the
simulation once the precipitation reached the ground. A well-defined hook
echo and bounded weak echo region (BWER) (Chisholm, 1973) formed between 60
and 90 minutes and were maintained thereafter throughout the simulation.
Figure 2 shows three-dimensional perspectives of the cloud (Figs. 2a-
2g) and hail (Figs. 2h and 2i) fields at various times in the simulation.
The model was successful in simulating many of the visual features of a
classic supercell. These include cumulus clouds along the flanking-line
gust front (extending southwestward from the main storm tower) and a wall
cloud with hail falling near its northern and western perimeter. [For
comparison, a schematic view of a typical supercell thunderstorm is shown in
Fig. 3. ] The wall cloud developed after precipitation reached the ground
and was maintained throughout the remainder of the simulation. Air within
the wall cloud was found to have both temperatures and equivalent potential
temperatures less than that of the environment -- indicating that downdraft
air was being transported into the wall cloud. This is consistent with the
explanation for wall-cloud development given by Rotunno and Klemp (1985).
Figure 4 shows the simulated low-level wind field and gust-front struc-
ture at 200 minutes. Note that the wind speeds are much greater (the
vectors are longer) behind the flanking-line gust front than behind the
forward-line gust front. The greatest low-level winds (in excess of
20 m s-1 ) occur behind the northern segment of the flanking-line gust front.
The relative position of the flanking-line _ust front agrees very well with
Wade's (1982) analysis of the field measurements near the storm (see Wade's
Fig. 9). Both observation and simulation agree that the flanking-line gust
ii
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Fig. 2. Three-dimensional perspectives viewed from the southeast for Case I.
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is in z' space. The horizontal area is windowed to 40 km × 40 km.
The cloud perspectives are defined by the cloud droplet water and
cloud ice crystal fields.
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\SCHEMATIC VIEW OF A TORNADIC THUNDERSTORM
LIGHT RAIN
MODERATE/HEAVY:
LOWERED,
RAIN- FREE
CLOUD BASE
FLANKING
LINE
SCHEMATIC VIEW OF A
TORNADIC THUNDERSTORM,
LOOKING DOWN
0 I0 20 KM
I ,, , ' SCALE
o 5 IO N. MI
Fig. 3. Schematic view of a tornadic supercell thunderstorm (copied
from the National Weather Service Storm Spotter's Glossary
and Supplemental Guide).
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schematic view
ence, however,
rather than a
observation.]
Figure 5
Fig. 9). Both observation and simulation agree that the flanking-line gust
front has a north-south orientation near its northern end, and then trails
into a more east-west orientation away from the storm. Both obserx,ation and
simulation also indicate strong winds behind the gnlst front and an apparent
cold-frontal occlusion extending WNW from the point of occlusion. The gust
front positions depicted in Fig. 4 are not unlike those portrayed in the
of the supereell thunderstorm (Fig. 3). [One major differ-
is that the schematic depicts a warm-frontal ooclusion,
cold frontal occlusion as in both the simulation and
shows the simulated storm-relative horizontal wind field and
radar reflectivity at 3.5 km above ground level (AGL). A region of minimum
reflectivity or BWER is located ,_ithin the cyclonic circulation of the meso-
cyclone. An anticyclonic vortex is apparent in the high-reflectivity region
to the northwest of the BWER. Anticyclonic eddies are common features in
large supercell storms (Johnson and Brandes, 1986). For comparison, the
observed radar reflectivity field at 5 _n MSL (4 km AGL) is shown in Fig. 6.
Features such as the hook echo, BWER, streamer, and V notch are present in
both observation and simulation. Differences do occur in the magnitude of
the radar reflectivity, with values typically being less in the simulation.
The model simulated radar-reflectivity and wind vectors occurring in
the vertical west to east plane through the center of the BWER are shown in
Fig. 7. The same fields as observed by Doppler radars are shown in Fig. 8.
Many features of the simulated and observed fields match moderately well.
The radar-reflectivity vault and overhanging echo curtain (or streamer) are
present in both. lnflow from the east extends through a depth of roughly
4.5 km and outflow from east oocurs above 9 km, in both modeled and observed
14
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Fig. 4. Simulated horizontal cross section of wind vector field
(ground relative) at 240 m AGL for Case I. The downdraft
centers are designated bye.
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Fig. 5. Horizontal cross section of simulated wind vector field
(storm relative) and radar reflectivity at 3.5 km AGL for
Case I. The contour interval is 5 dBZ.
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Fig. 6. Observed radar reflectivity at approximately 4 km AGL. The
contours start at i0 dBZ and increment by i0 dBZ.
(Modified from Miller, 1985)
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and is collocated with the updraft. Most precipitation falling from the
east side of the storm appears to be swept inward by the strong low-level
inflow and is unable to reach the ground.
The equivalent potential is defined in the model diagnostics as
@ = @ exp(LQ/CT )
e vv pc
where @ is the potential temperature, L
v
is the latent heat of
vaporization, Q
v
is the vapor mixing ratio, C is the gas constant for
P
air at constant pressure, and T C
is the condensation temperature.
Figure 9 indicates that @
e
is nearly conserved along the core of the
updraft -- indicating that there is no significant mixing of the environ-
mental air into the center of the simulated storm. Measurements by a
research aircraft indicated an adiabatic updraft core within the hailstorm
(Musil et al., 1986).
Summary and Conclusions for Case I
Some discrepancies between the observed and simulated storms are likely
to result from the neglect of horizontal variations present in the environ-
ment. For example, the observed storm propagated E_E along a cold front and
ingested at least some of the air to the north of the front {see Wade,
1982). The inclusion of this cold front into the simulation would likely
increase the rotation and pressure falls at storm low levels, since likely,
there would be baroclinic generation of vorticity along the front and
convergence of this vorticity into the updraft. Simulated pressure falls at
the surface were between 1 to 2 mb as compared to an observed value of 6 mb.
This discrepancy probably results from the neglect of temporal and
2O
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Fig. 9. Simulated vertical cross sections of equivalent potential temperature
for Case I. The cross sections are (a) east-west and (b) north-south
through the core of the storm updraft. The contour interval is 2°C.
Contours having values greater than 400 K are not plotted.
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horizontal variations in the environment, rather than from some basic model
deficiency.
The neglect of the hail production term due to snow riming was at least
partly responsible for the underestimate of radar reflectivity and the slow
development of the hail field. Maximum simulated values of radar reflec-
tivity were 60-65 dBZ, while observed values ranged up to 75 dBZ.
A simulation of this same case with the Klemp-Wilhelmson model (1978)
has been reported by Weisman et al. (1983a, 1983b). A comparison of the
kinematic features between the two simulations shows some similarities and
some discrepancies. Both models simulate an updraft with a maxin_in speed of
-I
50-55 m s , as well as some of the major storm features. However, one
major discrepancy is the absence of an intense western-flank downdraft in
the Weisman et al. simulation; instead, an intense downdraft was simulated
north of the updraft. This discrepancy between the Weisman et al.
simulation and the TASS simulation and observed data may be due to the
absence of ice-phase microphysics in the Klemp-Wilhelmson model.
Weisman et al. (1983a) reports that a key factor in producing the BWER
is the entrainment of drier air from above the moist surface layer into the
upraft. The TASS results of this case do not support their theory, but
instead confirm the generally accepted explanation put forth by Browning and
Donaldson (1963). The TASS simulated BWER was found to coincide with an
intense and undiluted updraft (also see Proctor, 1985b). Little or no
precipitation was fotmd in the BWER for two reasons: (I) precipitation
particles are swept upward into the storm upper levels before growing to
detectable sizes: and (2} precipitation which is transported into the
updraft is rapidly swept upwards before penetrating the updraft core.
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The model was successful in simulating manyof the observed features,
such as (I) the low-level hook echo appenc_e, (2) the radar reflectivity
vault, (3) the overhanging echo curtain, (4) a long-lasting and broad
updraft with cyclonio rotation, (5) an unmixed updraft core, (6) an intense
low-level downdraft within the high reflectivity region WNW of the updraft,
(7) hailfall at the ground extending from the west to the north of the storm
updraft, (8 ) intense updraft outflow within the anvil, (9 ) intense downdraft
outflow near the surface behind the gust front, and (I0) a rightward veering
in the propagation of the storm. The model results also appear to confirm
the theory for wall cloud development presented in F_otunno and Klemp (1985}o
The demise of the model storm did not oocur an.vtime during the 4 hour and
20 minute simulation. More details on the simulation of this case have been
presented in Proctor (1985b).
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3. CASEII: SMALLCCOPECUMI_ONIMBUS
The life cycle of a small isolated thunderstorm was observed within the
CCOPEnetwork on 19 July 1981. A description of the thunderstorm is
summarized from Dye et al. (1986} as follows. The cumulonimbus, with a
diameter of approximately 5-8 km, developed from towering ctm_ulusUlm4ardto
an altitude of I0-]I km meansea level (MSL). A broad organized ulxlraft
persisted through the development stage of the thunderstorm, but dissipated
soon after the onset of precipitation at the ground. During the active
-I
phase of the cloud, maximum updraft velocities were 10-15 m s . The
character of the microphysics was essentially continental -- with no
raindrops being observed above the melting level. Radar reflectivities
(>5 dBZ) were first observed at 6-7 km (MSL) _nd were attributed to the
formation of precipitation-sized ice particles in that region. Maximum
radar ref]ectivities decreased during the dissipation stage, as only a trail
of light precipitation falling from a widespread anvil remained.
The simulation of this case and a comparison with data presented in Dye
et al. (1986) should determine how well TASS can model the life cycle of a
short-lived continental cumulonimbus.
Initial Conditions for Case II
Since the thunderstorm in this case covers a much smaller area than in
the previous case, a smaller computational domain area is used. The domain
has a horizontal area of I0 km × i0 km and is resolved by a horizontal grid
size of 250 m. The depth of the domain is 12 km and is resolved by
27 layers; the layers are separated by a vertical Sl_cing which varies from
approximately 220 m near the ground to approximately 700 m near the top
boundary. The value for the cloud-droplet number density is assumed
24
as NCI ) = 600 x 106 m-3, which is taken from aircraft measurements within
the actual storm (Dye et al., 1986). Other initial specifications for this
case can be found in Table 1.
The observed sounding nearest the time and location of the thunderstorm
is shown in Fig. 10. The sounding was observed approximately 1 hour and
40 minutes prior to and 35 km to the east of the initial cumulonimbus
development. Aircraft data measured within the thunderstorm indicated that
the cloud base pressure and temperature were approximately 635 mb and l°C,
respectively (Dye et al., 1986). The model input sounding (Fig. 11) is
modified from the original sounding (Fig. I0) in order to be consistent with
these values. Ground level in this simulation is assumed to be
approximately 800 m MSL; hence cloud base level is approximately 3.1 km AGL.
Results for Case II
The development of the cloud was triggered by a 2.5 km radius thermal
impulse at time zero in the model. The first echo developed shortly after
20 minutes (model time) at a height between 6 and 6 _n AGL (see Fig. 12).
The initial echo was associated with the formation of snow. Little, if any,
rain was found above the cloud base, as was true in the actual thunderstorm.
Figure 13 indicates that the simulated updraft begins to dissipate once
the precipitation reaches the ground (cf. Fig. 12). A downdraft which is
primarily confined to below cloud-base levels (<3.1 km AGL) is associated
with the falling precipitation. In the actual storm, peak updraft speeds
-1
were observed between 10 to 15 m s and diminished during the dissipation
stage; no organized downdraft was indicated above the cloud-base level (Dye
et al., 1986). As evidenced in Figs. 13 and 14, the model results are
consistent with these observations.
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Fig. 12. Simulated maximum radar reflectivity at a given time and height
above the ground for Case II. The contour interval is i0 dBZ.
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The vertical structure of the simulated storm during its mature phase
is depicted in Figs. 14 and 15. The equivalent potential temperature is
roughly conserved within the updraft, which was also indicated from aircraft
measurements in the actual thunderstorm (Dye et al., 1986).
A horizontal cross section of the simulated radar reflectivity at
30 minutes and 6.1 km MSL (5.3 km AGL) is shown in Fig. [6. The diameter of
the echo is roughly 6 to 8 km, as was true in the observed storm. The
structure of simulated echo compares roughly to that observed with the PPI
scan as shown in Fig. 17. The observed and simulated echo are both skewed
toward the ESE and SSE; the simulated echo, however, has a broader area of
greater than 40 dBZ reflectivity. The propagation of the radar echo in the
simulation is very close to that which was observed. During the mature
phase of the simulated storm {between 30 and 40 min), it moved from 3010 at
-I
i0.8 m s . In comparison, the observed storm (between 1630:43 and 1639.|I
-1
MDT) translated from 293 ° at I0 m s .
The observed and simulated maximum radar reflectivity as a function of
altitude and time are shown in Fig. 18. A comparison of the height of the
first 5 dBZ echo (6-7 km), maximum altitude of the 35 and 45 dBZ echo (9-
9.5 km and 8-8.5 km, respectively), and maximum radar reflectivity (just
over 55 dBZ) shows good agreement. Also, both observation and simulation
agree that the radar echo expands upward and downward with time, followed by
a general decrease in intensity beginning in the upper parts of the clouds.
The modeled storm, however, has a sharper temporal gradient. These and
other differences are likely a consequence of the bulk parameterization
assumptions, but other factors such as the choice of initial and
environmental conditions and grid resolution may contribute as well.
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and increase by steps of 15 dBZ (from Dye et al., 1986).
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The three-dimensional
illustrate the cloud life
builds primarily upwards,
spreads laterally. During
perspectives of the simulated cloud (Fig. 19)
cycle. Within the first 30 minutes the cloud
after which time an anvil begins to form and
the latter stage (after 40 min) the lower and
mid-levels of the clouds dissipate, leaving only the anvil portion of the
cloud and a trail of light precipitation.
Summary for Case II
The life cycle of a small continental cumulonimbus is simulated in this
Case. Maximum updraft velocity, maximum radar reflectivity, echo width and
shape, echo propagation, storm height, and altitude of first radar echo are
consistent with observations. The simulated storm begins to dissipate after
precipitation reaches the ground, and ends as a precipitating anvil, as was
observed in the actual thunderstorm.
The ice phase plays a significant role in the microphysics of this
storm. Precipitation developed according to Bergeron theory; both
simulation and observation indicated little if any rain above the cloud
base. The first echo in both simulation and observation ooourred between
6 and 7 km (_L) due to precipitation-sized ice particles.
The simulation produces a very small amount of rain and hail at the
ground; simulated precipitation rates reached 2 mm hr -I for a brief period
-I
of time. Maximum outflow speeds in excess of 10 m s occur at 42 min in
the simulation -- which is several minutes after precipitation initially
reaches the ground and at a time when the radar reflectivity is decreasing
throughout the storm (see Fig. 12). The simulated downdraft and subsequent
outflow could be categorized as a dry microburst (Fujita and Wakimoto,
1983) since precipitation at the ground was very light. At the time of
$6
2O
30
35
5O
60
Fig. 19. Simulated three-dimensional cloud perspectives at 20, 30,
35, 40, 50, and 60 min for Case II. Perspectives are
viewed from northeast and do not include precipitation.
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writing, observed data was not available to verify the low-level wind
velocity structure of the thunderstorm.
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4. CASEIII: DALLASMICI_C_URST
On 2 August 1985 a small, but intense thunderstorm rapidly developed
near the approach path of Runway 17L at the Dallas - Ft. Worth (DWF)
Airport. Strong windshear produced by this storm apparently led to the
tragic crash of a commercial air carrier -- flight Delta 191.
The weather situation as compiled from observations near the time of
the accident is summarized from Salottolo (1985) and Fujita (1986) as
follows. The thunderstorm, which led to the crash at 1806CDT, was
described as small but intense. Its radar echo was first observed at
1752 CDT (]4 min prior to crash), 5 km NE of Runway 17L, and the intensity
of the cell increased from VIP level 2 (80 - 41 dBZ) to level 5+ (>50 dBZ)
as it moved slowly to the south. The diameter of the radar echo was
4.5 - 9 |_ and contained a tight reflectivity gradient. According to the
National Transportation Safety Board Report (Salottolo, 1985) the radar top
of the thunderstorm was between 14.3 - 15.9 km. The thunderstorm produced
hea_7 rain, quarter-size hail (Daily Press, 1985), and damaging winds with
-I
measured gust in excess of 35 m s .
Initial Conditions for Case III
The horizontal size of the domain is chosen as 12 km x 12 km and is
resolved by a 200 m grid size. The vertical depth is 18 km and is resolved
by 31 levels. Stretching of the vertical grid is defined by Eq. (104) in
VOLUME I, with C 1 = 0.18 and C 2 = 64 x I0-8 m. This gives a vertical
spacing which varies from approximately i00 m near the ground to 1100 m near
the top boundary. The stretching is made greater in this case study so as
to better resolve the low-level structure of the microburst-producing storm.
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The
time of
assuming
sounding for Stephenville, Texas (Fig. 20) was observed near the
the DFW microburst, but 135 km to the southwest. A simulation
this sounding was conducted, but the simulated storm had a
direction of propagation and a radar echo structure that _¢as different from
that observed near DFW at approximately 1800 CDT.
A much more agreeable simulation (which is presented below) assumes the
interpolated sounding for DFW shown in Fig. 21. This sounding _as obtained
by first running the preprocessor (initialization package) of the Mesoscale
Atmospheric Simulation System I (Kaplan et al., 1982), and then adjusting the
low-level temperature and humidity so as to agree with the 1800 CDT surface
observations at DFW. The most significant differences between the computed
DFW sounding and the observed SEP sounding can be found in the wind
direction and low-leve] humidity.
Only the results from the DFW sounding are presented in this case
study. Other initial specifications for this ease can be found in Table i.
Results for Case III
The structure of the simulated radar echo at 3 km AGL is shown in
Fig. 22. It has a shape very similar to the observed radar echo in Fig. 23;
both simulation and observation show an elongation from the NW to SE
direction. Salottolo (1985) reported that the observed echo was 4.5 km to
9.5 km wide, had a very tight reflectivity gradient, and contained a VIP
level of 5 or 6 (>50 dBZ). The simulated echoes (see Figs. 22 and 24)
IThe Mesoscale Atmospheric Simulation System (>lASS) is a regional
weather prediction mode]; it uses the LFM initial data base and current
ra_insonde data as initial input.
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Fig. 20. Same as Fig. i, but observed at Stephenville, Texas on
2 August 1985 at approximately 1800 CDT.
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Fig. 21. Model input sounding for DFW on 2 August 1985 at 1800•
Obtained from MASS preprocessor (see text).
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compare well with these values: its horizontal dimension is between 4.5 km
and 8 km, has a tight reflectivity gradient, and has a peak radar
reflectivitv in excess of 60 dBZ. Propagation of the simulated cell agreed
with observations; both the simulated and observed radar echo were nearly
stationary with a slow movement toward the south.
The actual storm top was inferred from satellite data by Fuiita (1986)
as 7 km. However, Solottolo (1985) reported that SteDhenville radar and two
local TV-Weather radars observed the storm top at about. 15.2 km (50,000 ft).
The model simulated radar echo top was between ]5 km and 16 _m (e.g.,
Fig. 24), which is in agreement with Solottolo.
Also produced in the simulation was an intense microburst outflow. A
time sequence of the simulated low-level wind field is shown in
Figs. 25 - 27. Divergent outflow rapidly intensifies after the
precipitation initially reaches the ground at 27 minutes. The microburst
outflow expands rapidly in a near-symmetrical pattern, growing into a
macroburst (Fujita, 198l) within several minutes. Multiple downdraft
centers develop within the expanding outflow after 32 minutes, and by
37 minutes these downdraft centers appear as microbursts embedded within the
expanding macroburst outflow (see Fig. 27b).
-I
Peak outflow speeds in excess of 22 m s are obtained at 31 minutes --
4 minutes after the precipitation first reaches the ground. This lag ti,_e
(between the initial precipitation and the peak outflow speed) is consistent
with that of microbursts studied in the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS)
Pro.}ect (see Wilson et al., ]984).
Heavy rainfall rates were associated with the simulated microburst.
Peak values at the ground reached 80 mm/hour at approximately 31 min.
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Figure 28 shows the low-level temperature perturbation field corre-
sponding to the wind field in Fig. 27b. The temperature of the simulated
downburst outflow ranges from 5°C to 12°C cooler than the environment; a
general temperature drop of 8°C immediately follows the passage of the
downburst gust front. These values compare favorably with an observed
temperature drop of 7°C at DFW and an 8°C temperature drop based on the
flight recorder of Delta 191 (Fujita, 1986).
An interesting feature evident in the sequence of low-level wind
vectors (Figs. 25 - 27) is a cyclonic circulation NW of the initial down-
burst center. The circulation develops early in the thunderstorm lifetime,
prior to the onset of any precipitation-cooled downclrafts. The circulation
is collocated within an updraft, and adjacent to an arc-shaped area of
subsiding air. The circulation apparently obtains its rotation from the
shear induced by the region of warm, dry subsidence. The vortex intensifies
with time until overtaken by the cold downburst outflow (see Figs. 26
and 27a). The simulated vortex occurred at the rear left flank of the storm
(the storm is moving slowly southward), which is an area usually favored for
tornado development. If a much finer grid resolution were to be assumed, a
small, weak, and short-lived tornado might be resolved within this
circulation. However, there were no reports of actual tornadoes; only
strong winds were observed.
The diameter of the outflow at the ground, as derived from Fig. 5.9 in
Fk_jita (1986) for the DFW microburst, is compared in Fig. 29 with the model
simulation. Fujita's analysis of the DFW microburst dimensions was based on
sparse data: three Low Level Wind Shear Alert System (LLWAS) anemometers to
south and southwest of the microburst center, and data from the flight
recorders of seven aircraft, including that from Delta 191. Despite the
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DIAMETER OF THE OUTFLOW REGION AT GROUND
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Fig. 29. Diameter of outflow at the ground as a function of time.
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estimated diameter of DFW microburst as computed from
Fig. 5.9 in Fujita (1986).
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sparsity of the observed data, the rate of expansion of the simulated
microburst outflow is in good agreement with Fujita's estimations. Both
-I
show a rate of expansion of roughly 20 m s . An even better agreement is
found between the model results and Fujita's estimates, if the distance from
the initial microburst center to the southernmost boundary of the outflow is
plotted (Fig. 29). This parameter should be a more critical test of the
model performance, since it is sensitive to the translation of the
microburst. A closer agreement is found in Fig. 30 than Fig. 29, possibly
because the observed data used in Fujita's estimates was less sparse on the
south side of the microburst. The rate of southward propagation of the
microburst gust front at its southernmost edge can be determined from Fig.
-I
30 as approximately Ii.5 m s .
A matching of the observed time and the model simulation time is
obtained by overlaying the curves for the outflow diameter, as in Figs. 29
and 30. The time of the aircraft accident (1806 CDT) can then be related to
model time -- which is between 30 and 31 min. Hence according to the model
simulation, the accident was approximately 3.5 min after the rain initially
reached the ground; it is also at time when the outflow speed, rainfall
rates, and wind shear are near their peak values (e.g., see Figs. 25
and 26). The time of the initial radar echo also matches well with
observations. The simulated radar reflectivity first exceeded 30 dBZ at
13 min -- which is 17.5 min prior to the model time of the accident; the
actual storm was first observed as a VIP level 2 (30 - 41 dBZ) cell, some
14 min prior to the crash (Salottolo, 1985; Fujita, 19861.
The simulated wind field near the time of the crash is depicted in
Figs. 25b and 31. The latter figure is a Y-Z cross section taken through
the center of the microburst. A ring vortex -- which is better resolved on
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DISTANCE FROM THE INITIAL MICROBURST CENTER
TO SOUTHERNMOST BOUNDARY OF OUTFLOW
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the north side -- lags the leading edge of the expanding outflow. The
downdraft which creates the strong outflow near the ground extends roughly
up to the melting level (4.85 km AGL) and correlates well with the area
occupied by rainwater (see Fig. 31). The intensity of this downdraft is
strongly influenced by the evaporation of rain and the melting of hail.
Downdrafts are found in the upper portions of the storm, but do not extend
to the ground. Downdrafts are difficult to maintain above the melting
level, since cooling due to sublimation of hail, graupel, or snow is usually
not sufficient to compensate for the compressional warming experienced by
the descending air (except in the case of very weak downdrafts).
Hail (Fig. 32) reaches the ground in the simulation, in spite of
ambient surface temperatures of 38°C, and a melting level located at
relatively high altitudes. Hail is able to reach the ground before
completely melting, because the intense downdrafts -- with downward speeds
of up to 18.5 m s -1 -- greatly reduce the time for hail to fall to the
ground. Thus, not surprisingly, the model simulation shows that hail at
ground level is only found within the downdraft cores. The actual
occurrence of hail in the DFW microburst was suspected from radar
observations (Salottolo, 1985); and quarter-sized hail was observed
following the accident by one of the surviving crash victims (Daily Press,
1985).
Ground-level pressure readings have been suggested by Bedard (1984) and
Bedard and LeFebvre (1986) as a possible tool for the detection of
microbursts in the Terminal Area. Fig. 33 shows the simulated pressure
deviation at 2.5 min prior to the model time of the DFW crash. In Fig. 33,
the pressure dome has a peak deviation of 1.7 mb and is roughly 5 km in
diameter. The low-level wind field at this time (Fig. 25a) is still quite
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weak. The pressure dome forms in order to accelerate the low-level air a_y
from the impinging downdraft, and therefore, precedes the strong outflow
winds. The model results suggest that the detection of the microburst
pressure field could provide several minutes of warning time. But, a high-
resolution network of pressure sensors would be needed in order to resolve
the microburst pressure dome.
SLm_m_ry for Case III
A downburst producing thunderstorm is simulated which has many of the
characteristics of the storm that occurred at D_4 on 2 August 1985. In
a_reement with observations, the horizontal scale of the model storm was
relatively small (less than 9 km across}, extended to an altitude of 15 to
16 km AGL, and had an intense radar echo. Good a_reement was also found
for: (i) the storm speed and direction of propagation, 12) the rate of
expansion of the low-level outflow, (3) the propagation speed of the
downburst _ust front, (4) the presence of hail and heavy rain at the
surface, (5) strong low-level outflow and large horizontal wind shears, and
(6) a significant temperature drop (roughly 8 °C} at the surface.
The model storm produced an intense microburst which rapidly expanded
into a macroburst. The rate of expansion of the simulated downburst closely
matched that analyzed by Fujita (1986) from flight recorder data and LLWAS
anemometer data. In the simulation the peak outflow and downdraft speeds
-i -I
were 22 m s and 18.5 m s , respectively. The outflow expanded in a near
-I
s.vn_netrical fashion at a rate of approximately 20 m s . The peak
-I
horizontal wind shear contained in the outflow was 35 m s over a distance
of 3 km. As in other downburst simulations with the 2-D axis wlnetric
version of TASS (Chuang et al., 1984; Proctor, 1985a), the peak outflow
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speeds were associated with a ring vortex which expandedoutward lagging the
leading edge of the outflow. As the simulated microburst expanded into a
macroburst, multiple downdraft centers develop and appear as microbursts
embedded within the macroburst outflow. Simulated downdrafts associated
with the intense microburst outflow only extended upward to near the melting
level. The evaporation of rain appears to provide a major driving force for
the low-level downdrafts and associated outflow.
Accordir_ to the simulation the microburst winch_intensified suddenly,
just prior to the accident time. The aircraft accident time was related to
model time by matching the rate of expansion curves in Fig. 29. The
accident time is near the time in which the simulated peak outflow speeds,
wind shears, and precipitation rates occurred. According to the simulation,
rainfall first reached the ground only 3.5 min prior to model accident time,
-1 -1
and the peak low-level winds increased from 6 m s to 20 m s during the
2.5 mJn prior to the crash. Hence, these results indicate that very little
warning time for a specific microburst event would be possible, if based
only on the surface level winds. The warning time could be improved by the
detection of the microburst pressure dome which precedes the peak winds by
several minutes. However, successful detection of the pressure dome may
require a high resolution network of pressure sensors.
6O
5. CASEIV: SOUTHFLORIDACONVECTIVECOMPLEX
Two cumulonimbus systems were observed in the Florida Area Cumulus
Experiment (FACE) mesonetworkarea on 25 August 1975. An investigation of
these South Florida convective systems has been reported by Cunning et al.
(1986a, 1986b). The first complex formed within a confluence zone and
developed towers up to approximately 13 km; some of the cells, however,
developed only up to 6 km. New cells formed along the north and south
flanks of the older cells, possibly induced by the precipitation cooled
outflow. The updrafts in the convective complex were reported to have a
discrete bubble-like structure; this was also true for the downdrafts as
well. The cumulonimbus complex maintained its size and intensity for
several hours, as new cells replaced decaying cells. A second and more
intense convective complex trailed the first system. The radar echo of the
first system was elongated in an east-west direction, while the second
system was elongated in a north-south direction. The second system may have
been modified by the first system.
For this Case experiment we will attempt to simulate the first complex
(Convective System I) only. According to Cunning et al. (1986a) the first
complex was seeded with silver iodide flares soon after the initial towers
had grown above 12 km. The second complex was seeded beginning with the
growth of the initial towers. The effects of seedinK are not included in
the simulation, although it may have altered the development and intensity
of the convection to some degree.
Initial Conditions for Case IV
The horizontal size of the domain is chosen as 15 km x 15 _n and is
resolved by a 250 m grid size. The vertical depth of the domain is 16 km
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and is resolved by 31 layers with the stretchin_ coefficients specified as
Jn Cases I and II. This gives a vertical spacing which varies from
approximately 240 m near the grolmd to approximately 800 m near the top
boundary.
The sounding for this case is shown in Fig. 34. The sounding was
observed near the time and location of the development of the first
convective system. Unfortunately, the winds above 825 mb level were
unavailable and were instead taken from the 0800 EDT Miami sounding.
A maritime cloud droplet spectrum is assumed for this Case, even though
Sax and Hudson (19811 have found that the cloud condensation nuclei over
South Florida are characteristic of continental areas much of the time.
-3
Specifically, nCD is set equal to I00 m and _ is set equal to 0.35.
The sensitivity of these parameters has not been examined.
Convection is triggered in the model simulation by a 2.5 km radius
thermal impulse. Only the simulation of the first convective complex is
attempted. Other initial parameters are depicted in Table I.
Results for Case IV
In the early part of the simulation, a single updraft develops from the
specification of the initial perturbation field. The surface pressure
deviation beneath this cell drops to a minimum of -0.2 mb. This value
compares reasonably with the minimum values observed in the FACE
mesonetwork: minimum pressure deviations of -0.13 mb and -0.30 mb were
observed underneath developing cells in system I and II, respectively
(Cunning et al., 1986a).
The simulated radar reflectivity structure at 33 min (Fig. 351 is
somewhat similar to the observed radar reflectivity shown in Fig. 36. The
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Fig. 34. Same as Fig. i, but observed at Field Observing Site (FOS)
in FACE network at 1345 EDT on 25 August 1975. Winds
above 825 mb level taken from Miami 0800 EDT sounding.
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Fig. 36. The radar reflectivity of cell observed in FACE network.
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Cunning et al., 1986).
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simulated radar reflectivity is greater than 60 dBZ, which is about I0 dBZ
larger than was observed. The structure of the simulated radar echo,
includin_ the horizontal and vertical dimensions, compare roughly with the
observed echo in Convective System I. For instance, both the obser_Ted and
simulated radar echoes in Figs. 35 and 36 are (i) elongated toward the WNW
with a maximum near the center, (21 have a secondary maximum on the east
side, (3) are much taller in the vertical than they are wide in the north-
south direction, (4) have a peak altitude of approximately 13 km, and
(51 have a peak reflectivity at about 4 km elevation.
The outflow from the simulated cell (Fig. 37) is much weaker than found
in Case III (cf., Figs. 25 and 26), even though rainfall rates were
-I
comparable. The simulated peak outflow speed is 8 m s and the peak
rainfall rate is 65 mm hr -I . The maximum rainfall rate observed in the FACE
network for System I was 40 mm hr -I (Cunning et al., 1986a). Peak winds in
the FACE network were unavailable at the time of writing this report. No
hail or graupel reached the ground in the simulation, nor was any observed.
In the simulation, precipitation-cooled outflow triggers the
development of other cells, thus forming a convective complex. The
convective complex _as maintained throughout the 54 min simulation.
However, only the initial cell developed to a height of 13 _n, with the
other cells developing no deeper than 6 km. ]he propagation of the
-I
simulated radar echo (at 2 km AGL) was 6 m s from 81 ° . The observed
propagation speed was from the east at 6.5 m s -I (Cunning et al., 1986b). A
comparison of the peak temperature departures was also favorable. The rain
cooled air produced peak. temperature departures of up to 8°C in both the
observation (see Cunning et al., 1986a) and the simulation.
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The simulated development of secondary cells ac_jacent to a pre-
cipitating anvil are depicted in Figs. 38 and 39. The time sequence of
cloud perspectives in F_g. 38 depicts two developing lines of clouds to the
north and south of the anvil cloud. The anvil is the only remaining part of
the cloud from the initial cell. Fig. 39 shows a time sequence of south-
north vertical cross sections through the most active cell, which is
occurring along the southern flank of the outflow. Evident in Fig. 39 is a
weak downdraft which coexists with precipitation falling underneath the
anvil cloud, and discrete updraft bubbles located on the north and south
flanks of the downdraft. From the actual observations, Cunning et al.
{1986b) found that the updrafts and downdrafts had a discrete bubble-like
structure and the radar reflectivity had a more continuous structure. This
also is confirmed in the simulated fields shown in Fig. 39.
Summary for Case IV
A South Florida convective complex is simulated and has favorable
comparisons with observations reported by CAmning et al. (1986a, 1986b).
The simulation shows the development of updraft cells induced by
precipitation-cooled outflow from the initial cell. As in the actual
observations, the simulated updrafts and downdrafts appear as discrete
bubbles. The simulated radar reflectivity structure, on the other hand, has
a continuous structure.
The outflow simulated in this Case was much weaker than simulated for
the DFW microburst in Case III, even though the peak rainfall rates were
nearly the same (65 _n hr -I for this Case vs. 80 mm hr -I for Case III). The
-I
peak outflow speed for this Case is 8 m s which is considerably less than
-I
the 22 m s simulated in Case III.
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Fig. 38. Same as Fig. 19, but for Case IV at 40, 43, and 45 min.
Perspectives viewed from southeast. The horizontal
area is windowed to 40 km x 40 km.
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The sensitivity of the results to the ass_ned cloud droplet spectrum
and the initial perturbation field has not been investigated.
Levy and Cotton (1984) have conducted several simulations of this Case
using the Colorado State University three-dimensional eloud/mesoscale model
(e.g., Cotton et al., 1982; Tripoli and Cotton, 1982). Their experiments
assumed a larger but more coarsely resolved domain, with horizontal and
vertical grid sizes of between 500 m and 750 m. The results presented by
Levy and Cotton did not appear to be similar to the TASS results for this
Case.
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6. CASE V: OKIAHC_Y_TORNADIC THUNDERSTORM
During the afternoon of 20 May 1977 and through the very early hours of
the next day, severe storms in Oklahoma spawned at least 16 tornadoes.
Several of these severe storms were observed during a significant portion of
their lifetimes by as many as four Doppler radars. Ray et al. (1981)
examined three of these storms, two of them tornadic and one of them a
hailstorm, at various times during each storm's evolution. One of the
storms, named the Del City storm, has also been studied by Brandes
(1981, 1984) and Klemp et al. (1981}. The analyzed storms possessed at
least some of the characteristics of supercells during parts of their
lifetimes; they developed mesocyclones and hook-echo radar signatures, and
propagated to the right of the 700 mb wind. Although tornadoes were spawned
by two of the storms, the tornado wind fields could not be resolved by the
Doppler radars. However, areas of large vertical vorticity were detected in
the regions of the mesocyclone where tornadoes did occur. The analysis of
the Doppler radar data also showed that the horizontal configuration of the
updraft changed near the time of tornadogenesis. The low-level updraft
developed a horseshoe-like structure as a to_g_e of rainy downdraft air
spiralled into the updraft center from the west and south. The peak
vorticity and possibly the tornado occurred to the south and east of the
storm updraft maximum -- between the updraft maximum and the tongue of
inflowing downdraft air. Klemp et al. (1981), using the Klemp-Wilhelmson
model (1978), were able to simulate many of the basic features of the Del
City storm; but, with a horizontal grid mesh of 1 km, they were unable to
resolve the horseshoe-shaped, low-level updraft structure, as well as many
of the smaller scale features associated with the tornado phase. The above
model experiment was further investigated by Klemp and Rotunno (1983); they
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reduced the horizontal grid size by a factor of 4, and re-initialized at the
intense phase of the coarser-grid simulation. With the 250 m horizontal
grid size, they were able to resolve more detail, including the occlusion of
the storm updraft by the rear downdraft. However, the grid mesh was still
too coarse to resolve the tornado vortex.
The simulation of this case will allow us to evaluate how well the TASS
model can simulate an Oklahoma tornadic thunderstorm. Although we do not
expect to resolve the tornado, due to the coarseness of the mesh, we do
expect to resolve mauny of the features of a tornadic supercell storm.
Initial Conditions for Case V
The domain size assumed for this Case is roughly comparable to that
assumed by Klemp et al. (19811 in their simulation of the Del City storm.
The horizontal size of the domain is 45 km × 45 km and the vertical depth of
the domain is 18 km. The domain has a horizontal grid size of 750 m and a
stretched vertical grid spacing which increases from approximately 240 m
near the ground to approximately 900 m near the top boundary.
The model initial and reference conditions are based on the sounding
shown in Fig. 40, which represents an estimate of the conditions near the
Del City storm. The temperature and moisture profiles in Fig. 40 are
composited from the 1500 CST Ft. Sill sounding and the ]622 CST Elmore City
sounding, each of which are shown in Fig. 2 of Klemp et al. (1981). The
composite sounding has a Lifted Index of -8°C and maybebiased toward
having greater potential instability than what may have actually occurred.
A smooth hodograph of the winds composited from the Ft. Sill and Elmore City
soundings is shown in Fig. 3 of Klemp et al. The model ambient wind profile
above 444 m AGL is based on this composite hodograph, while below 444 m the
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Fig. 40. Composite sounding for Del City, Oklahoma on 20 May 1977.
Above 444 m AGL, composite winds taken from Fig. 3 in
Klemp et al. (1981). Below 444 m, winds taken from mean
tower data presented in Fig. I of Johnson (1985).
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model profile is based on wind tower data observed near the Del City storm
which is shown in Fig. I of Johnson (1985). Other initial specifications
for this Case can be found in Table i.
Results of Case V
This experiment produced a long-lasting storm having many character-
istics of a supercell storm. The modeled storm had many similarities with
the simulation described in Klemp et al. (1981).
The simulation of this Case was carried out through 175 min. During
-]
the first 50 min the modeled storm traveled with a mean speed of 14 m s
and toward a direction of 352 ° . Following this time, the propagation of the
model storm deviated to the right, and the storm began to acquire a quasi-
steady supercell structure. Between 50 and 170 min, the speed and direction
-I ioof storm propagation was 13 m s at 1 . This value is reasonably close to
the observed values. Several of the severe storms during the 20 May
-I
outbreak were reported to be moving at 11.5 - 17.5 m s toward I0° - 30°
(e.g., Ray et al., 1981; Brandes, 1981).
The model storm develops a well-defined radar hook-echo structure after
50 min and is maintained throughout the remainder of the simulation.
Fig. 41 shows the simulated hook echo at I00 min. In Fig. 41 the modeled
hook echo has an anticyclonic flare at its southernmost tip. A well-defined
hook echo with an anticyclonic flare also appears in the Doppler analysis of
the Del City storm (Brandes, 1981, 1984; Ray et al., 1981). This region is
a potential area for secondary tornado formation. In the 3 June 1980 Grand
Island, Nebraska tornado outbreak, Fujita (1981} detected an anti-
cyclonically rotating tornado in association with an anticyclonic flare at
the tip of an observed hook echo.
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Fig. 41. Simulated radar reflectivity at i00 min and 1.5 km AGL for Case V.
Area windowed to 30 km x 30 km. Contour interval is 5 dBZ.
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Peak radar reflectivity of the modeled storm was in excess of 65 dBZ
(e.g., Fig. 4]). The modeled storm also produced hail at the ground. In
comparison, the peak radar reflectivity of the observed Del City storm was
less than 60 dBZ. However, at least one hailstorm with radar reflectivity
in excess of 60 dBZ was obser-vedduring the 20 May outbreak (P_y et al.,
1981).
A 3-D perspective of the modeled 35 dBZ reflectivity surface as viewed
from the southeast is depicted in Fig. 42a. The radar reflectivity
perspectives for the observed Del City storm (Figs. 42b and 42c) and the
rainwater perspective for the Klemp et al. (1981) simulation (Fig. 42d) are
shown for comparison. The overall structure of both of the model-simulated
storms are very similar. Both are also comparable to the observed storm;
they all exhibit a similar orientation of the hook echo and echo free vault.
However, both model perspectives have greater upper-level overhang toward
south than do the observed. This may be due to the fact that the northward
component of the upper-level ambient winds is assumed too small. [Both
model simulations assume nearly the same ambient wind profile.] A more
intense northward component of the ambient winds between 6 - 12 km (as
suggested by the ]330 CST Ft. Sill and the 1500 CST Oklahoma City sounding
depicted in Fig. 4 of Ray et al., 198]) may have prevented the development
of a southward overhang in the observed Del City storm.
Not unlike the simulations of Klemp et al. (1981) and Klemp and Rotunno
(1983), the model could not resolve a tornado vortex; the horizontal grid
size of 750 m is much too coarse. However, the model was able to simulate a
region of peak low-level vorticity at the location (relative to the storm)
where a tornado might have occurred. Fig. 43 shows a blow-up of the area
surrounding the simulated low-level updraft at the time of peak low-level
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Fig. 42. Three-dimensional perspectives of the precipitation field within the
modeled and observed storms as viewed from the southeast. The per-
spectives are (a) TASSmodel simulation, (b) Del City observed at
1833 CST, (c) Del City observed at 1847 CST, and (d) Klemp et al.
(1981) model simulation. The contoured surfaces in (a)-(c)
represent the 35 dBZ surface and in (d) represent the 0.5 g/kg
rainwater surface. Figs. b-d are from Klemp et al. (1981).
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vortieity. Although barely resolved, the horseshoe-shaped structure of the
updraft is apparent (Fig. 43a). This characteristic shape is due to the
northward incursion of downdraft air just to the west of the flanking-line
gust front. Fig. 43b shows that a peak vorticity of approximately
-I3 × 10-2 s is located southeast of the updraft peak. A horseshoe-shaped
updraft structure and a vorticity center south to east of the updraft
maximum was observed by Doppler radar at the time of tornadogenesis (Ray et
al., 1981; Brandes, 1981, ]984).
Captured in the TASS simulation of this Case are cyclic phase changes
in the quasi-steac[v structure of the mature storm. Fig. 44 shows the time
history of the peak low-level vorticity and the height of the modeled storm
top. The low-level vorticity attains peak values at roughly 70 min,
II0 min, and 170 min; thus, the peak values are occurring at roughly 50 min
(±i0 min) intervals. Longlasting tornadic thunderstorms have been reported
by Darkow and Roos (1970), Darkow (1971), and Fujita (1973) to produce
tornadoes at periodic mean intervals of roughly 45 - 50 min. Fig. 44 also
shows that the peak low-level vorticity occurs roughly i0 min after the
storm top begins to collapse. Observed cases of storm top collapse
preceding tornado formation have been reported by Fujita (1973), Fujita et
al. (1976), and Umenhofer (1975). Umenhofer examined the overshooting tops
in three tornadic thunderstorms and found that the tops commenced to
collapse 6-21 min before associated tornadic events. Updraft weakening and
storm collapse preceding tornado formation are also frequently observed in
Doppler radar studies. Lemon and Doswell (1979) report that the strongest
tornadoes, low-level winds, and downbursts occur during the collapse phase
of supercell evolution.
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Associated with the cyclic changes in the simulation of this Case are a
forwa_ bulgir_ of the flanking-line gust front and an intensification of a
dog, draft located on the southwest side of the major storm updraft. The
downdraft intensification and the pronounced bowing or forward bulging of
the fl_ing-line gust front precede the time of the peak low-level vor-
tieity. The forward bulging of the flanking-line gust front in the period
preceding the vortieity peak at 170 min is shown in Fig. 45. [A similar
change precedes the peaks at 70 min at II0 min.] Cyclic ehan_es in the
radar refleetivity also _zcur in the simulation. Immediately following the
time of the low-level vorticity peak, the simulated mid-level hook echo
(Fig. 46) completely wraps around the updraft, thus forming a doughnut
shaped echo (Fujita, J973) with a bounded weak ecbo region collocated with
the updraft. [The change in the mid-level echo shown in Fig. 46 also
reoccurs in both the previous and following cycles. ] The cyclic nature of
the simulated storm, however, was not apparent in the observed Del City
storm. The Del City storm began to signifieant]y weaken after the first
collapse stage and later produced only one more tornado (Brandes, 1981).
This discrel_nCy between model and observation may have resulted, because
t_he actual storm was in, or moved into, a less unstable ambient environment.
Unfortunately, the actual ambient conditions surrounding the Del City storm
are unlmown. The effect of the coarse grid resolution may also have a
significant impact on the storm intensity and duration. A finer grid
resolution would allow more intense circulations -- which in turn could
greatly modify the vertical flow field. This effect was seen by Klemp and
F_otunno (1983) by r_luei_g the grid size by a factor of four in their
simulation.
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Fig. 45. Relative positions of simulated gust fronts
at 120, 140, and 160 min in Case V.
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Summary for Case V
This case experiment was successful in simulating many of the features
of a tornadic thunderstorm. Similarities with the observed Del City storm
and the Klemp et al. (1981) simulation were noted. The modeled storm
developed a persistent updraft, an echo free vault, BWER and a pronounced
hook echo radar reflectivity structure. The low-level updraft developed a
horseshoe-shaped structure at the time of peak low-level vorticity. This
configuration occurred as downdraft air, moving in a cyclonically-curved
path from the southwest, intruded into the updraft. The peak low-level
vorticity occurred in the updraft region southeast of the updraft maximum,
near the intrusion of downdraft air as is frequently obser_Ted in actual
field studies.
The intensity of the modeled storm and its low-level vorticity field
were cyclic once quasi-steaciv state was attained. Low-level vorticitypeaks
occurred at 70, ll0, and 170 min. Each peak was preceded by: (1) the
intensification of the southwestern downdraft, (2) a pronounced forward
bulging of the flanking-line gust front, (3) a general weakening of the
storm updraft, and (4) a collapse of the storm top. The latter occurred
approximately 10 min prior to each of the low-level vorticity peaks. In the
time following each of the vorticitypeaks, the curvature of the flanking-
line gust front decreased and the mid-level hook echo wrapped completely
around the updraft. These structural changes in the storm reoccurred with
each low-level vorticity peak in the simulation. Many of these cyclic
changes have been observed in actual case studies.
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7. S_Y AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to test and verify the Terminal Area Simulation S.vstem, five
case experiments have been conducted. The ntlnerical experiments were
successful in simulatin_ the following types of convective storms: (I) a
long-lasting, High-Plains supercell hailstorm; (2) the life cycle of small
High-Plains ct_ulonimbus; (3} an intense microburst producing cumulonimbus;
(4) a multicell South Florida convective system; and (5) a tornadic Oklahoma
supercel].
A comparison of each of these cases with available data allows us to
answer each of the questions posed earlier.
Can the TASS model successfully simulate different modes of
cumulonimbus convection? Yes; single-cell, multicell, and supercell storms
were simulated.
Are the characteristic features of each storm type captured in the
model simulation? Yes. The simulated single-cell storms began to dissipate
soon after the precipitation reached the ground. The decay stage of the
simulated single-cell storms was sometimes characterized bya trail of light
precipitation falling from the remaining anvil cloud. The simulated
multicell storm was characterized by the continuous development of new cells
along the outflow boundary of the older cells. For supercells many of the
actual characteristic features were simulated. For instance, the visual
features which were simulated include: wall cloud, flanking-line towers,
forward line c_ulus, and an extensive overhanging anvil. _e radar
ref]ectivity features of a supercell which were simulated include: hook
echo, echo free vault, BWF/_, V notch, streamer, and overhanging echo
curtain. And, the kinematic features of a supercell storm which were
simulated include: giant _asi-steac[v and undiluted updraft, rear-flank and
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forward flank downdraft, forward-line and flanking-line gust fronts, and a
mesocyclone.
How accurate are the storm fields simulated? Are the simulated fields
consistent with observed data both aloft and near the ground? Although the
simulated fields did not always exactly match the observed field, the
comparisons were very reasonable. The DFW microburst simulation (Case III)
produced strong low-level outflows; and the expansion of the microburst
outflow matched available observed data surprisingly well. Temperatures in
low-level outflow for Cases III and IV were consistent with sparse observed
data. More accurate ambient data, better initial conditions, and a
nonpassive interaction with the large-scale through a mesoscale model, could
possibly improve the agreement between simulation and observation.
Is hail simulated at the ground when it is actually observed, and vice
versa? Does the model not simulate hail at the ground when it is not
observed? There are probably an insufficient number of cases in order to
.judge how well the model predicts hail at the ground. Hail was simulated at
the ground for the CCOPE Supercell Hailstorm, and the DFW Microburst, as was
confirmed by observations; and no hail was simulated at the ground for the
South Florida Convective Complex, as also confirmed by observations.
However, hail at the ground was simulated for the Oklahoma Tornadic
Thunderstorm, even though hail was not indicated in at least two of the
observed tornadic thunderstorms.
When simulatir[g severe storms, can associated severe phenomena, suoh as
downbursts, strong winds, and tornadoes be simulated? In spite of the
coarse grid mesh used in these case studies, the model quite suocessfully
simulated downbursts and strong low-level winds. But, as was true in the
simulation by Klemp et al. (1981) and Klemp and Rotunno 1983), the grid size
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was too coarse in order to resolve a tornado. The model did simulate a
horseshoe-shaped updraft and peak low-level vorticity in the correct
relative position to the updraft as is often observed in tornadic
situations.
Does the model simulate the direction and speed of storm propagation
correctly? Is the orientation and speed of propagation correct for the
storm-induced gust fronts? The propagation of the simulated storms and gust
fronts, and the orientation of the gust fronts compared very well with
observations.
Does the model properly simulate the duration and life cycles of
cumulonimbus convection? In the case e_periments either short-lived storms
or long-lived storms were produced, as was consistent with observations.
The modeled long-lived storms did not premature]y decay. The simulated life
cycle of the short-lived storm in Case II was consistent with the observed
life cycle.
Are there any periodic tendencies or trends in the simulation of long-
duration storms? Both the COOPE Supercell Hailstorm and the Tornadic
Oklahoma Thunderstorm achieved a quasi-steady state, but possessed cyclic
changes in intensity and structure. The cyclic character of the latter case
produced low-level vorticity peaks at roughly 50 min intervals. Each of
these peaks were preceded by a weakening of the storm updraft, a collapse of
the storm top, an intensification of the right-flank downdraft, and a
pronounced forward bulging of the flanking-line gust front. In the period
immediately following each of the vorticity peaks, the curvature of the
flanking-line _ust front decreased and the mid-level hook echo wrapped
completely around the updraft. All of these events reoccurred with each
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low-level vorticity peak. Other studies have found many of these cyclic
features in association with tornadogenesis (e.g., Lemon and Doswell, 1979).
How stable is the TASS model; does it remain numerically stable for
long integrations? Are there any anomalous trends, sl_h as in the pressure
deviation field? Do the simulated results diverge from the observed data as
the lifetime of the storm increases? Do the fields remain bounded? In two
of the cases which involved long-lasting storms, the simulations occurred
over several hours of mode] time (Case I lasting 4 1/3 hours). No anomalous
trends or noncyclic patterns were detected in any of the simulations. The
m_lel ren_ined numerically stable and the simulated fields maintained their
quasi-steady structure. Also, at no time during the integration did we make
any external adjustments, such as to the pressure field.
How do simulations with the TASS model compare to simulations with
other numerical models? Although no rigorous comparison with any other
model has been attempted, we do find that results from the TASS model appear
roughly similar to those obtained with the Klemp-Wilhelmson (1978) model.
In fact, the TASS results appear more similar to those obtained with the
Klemp-Wilhe]mson model than those obtained with the Colorado State
University three-dimensional cloud/mesoscale model (Cotton et al., 1982;
Tripoli and Cotton, 1982), even though the latter includes ice phase
paramete_'ization, while the former does not.
This report shows that the TASS model can be applied with reasonable
success to a variety of cloud simulation problems.
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